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B2B marketing trends come and go, but email marketing seems to be settled in the marketer’s toolkit for good.
Its reputation is solid—but if you need convincing, just take a look at the numbers. 73 percent of all marketers see
email marketing as a core strategy of their businesses, while 59 percent in B2B name email as the most effective
channel for bringing in revenue.
So why is email so practical in getting your message to the right audience? Put simply, it allows for high levels of
personalization and relevance. For example, using the recipient’s first name or company name in the opening line
of your email can improve click-through rates.
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And the stats don’t stop there. 50 percent of people say they read most of the emails they receive, which means
your message has a good chance of being opened and skimmed through, at least. Another 72 percent of B2B
buyers say they are likely to share useful content via email, and 40 percent consider leads generated through
email as high quality ones.
That’s why it’s no surprise that 49 percent of B2B marketers focus most of their time and resources on email
marketing. And if you’re ready to do the same, use the 10 best practices below to fine-tune your email creation
and distribution processes.
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#1. Align Email with Your Overall Marketing Strategy
The first step to email marketing success is to coordinate it with your inbound strategy. Your email goals should
be aligned with the overarching goals of your company, and should be focused on resolving the pains of the
buyer personas you have identified. While this might sound commonplace, you’d be surprised at how many B2B
businesses overlook the fundamentals.
It’s also important to adapt your email messages to prospects at different stages of the buying cycle. The content
should be sharply targeted—any redundant information can easily be seen as time-wasting or even spammy.
The key to this is relevance, or matching the message to the prospect’s expectations. Really get to know your
audience—from their pain points and needs, to the languages they prefer to read.
Last but not least, before you begin your first email campaign, ensure that your timing fits the rhythm of your
recipients. Sending an email too early—or too late—can immediately lead to an influx of unsubscribes.

#2. Segment Your Email Lists
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After getting to know your audience, you’re ready for segmentation. Segmenting your contacts improves open
rates, decreases opt-outs and unsubscribes, and boosts deliverability. How? It’s simple: When you segment your
email lists, you guarantee that the right message reaches the right person. This way, you avoid overburdening
your audience with emails that are irrelevant to them.
There are numerous criteria you can use to segment your email groups. The most common include location, age,
gender, education, and job position. But there are many other factors B2B companies can consider, such as the
industry, organization type and size, and seniority level of the recipients.
Another way to segment is on the basis of subscriber activity. Some examples include past purchases, purchase
cycle, frequency of purchases, and any other recipient behavior that stands out. Or, given that the way you deliver
your message is important, try classifying prospects based on the styles and types of content they prefer.
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#3. Focus on Relevant and Useful Forms of Content
This tip might seem like a no-brainer, but it can get lost within the myriad of marketing tasks to handle.
Firstly, every word counts. Sales buzzwords and long paragraphs have no place in your email, but arguments
backed up by data do.
Besides the wording, the type of content you share will also determine whether your recipients find your emails
valuable. Blog posts, ebooks, guides, and infographics are a few content assets to consider. Don’t forget that
you can also offer your prospects a taste of your products or services through free trials and giveaways. And
depending on the industry you’re in, try offering email courses to your subscribers—this can be a great way
to educate them while boosting your brand credibility. The type of content you choose also depends on your
customer’s stage in the buying cycle, which we’ll go into more detail about later.
But using your own original content for email campaigns isn’t the only option. There’s always curated content, in
the form of newsletters. Newsletters deliver a range of relevant and interesting information by linking readers to
different websites or blogs. This is a win-win as, while you don’t need to spend time creating the content, you’ll
still have a way to communicate value to your prospects.

#4. Consider the Buyer’s Journey
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One of the primary functions of an email marketing campaign is to nurture leads. But to make emails work for
your business, you have to know the intricacies of the B2B decision-making cycle. Sending the wrong message, or
sending it at the wrong time, can have detrimental effects on your relationships with potential customers.
The content of your email message should be adapted to the recipient’s stage in the buying cycle. As you can
see in the image above, there are a few specific types of content that would be appropriate for the awareness,
consideration, and decision stages.
The B2B sales cycle is rarely a straightforward one, but offering your prospects the right type of information can
help move them down the funnel. Keep in mind that the focus of your email campaigns is to allow customers to
make their own decisions. And that includes post-purchase—they will only be willing to continue the relationship
with your brand if they are satisfied after buying, so continuing to send timely information is crucial.

#5. Don’t Skip Copy Creativity
Copywriting is often underestimated in B2B marketing, because of the common misconception that B2B
communication should be serious and business-like. However, your campaigns won’t be successful without
creativity. After all, B2B decision-makers are still driven by emotions like the rest of us.
To offer your B2B prospects email messages that are as engaging as possible, be sure to make them sharp,
short, and perhaps even witty. Several psychological studies suggest that different types of messages can trigger
different behaviors, which you should keep in mind when composing your email copy. Personalization, clarity,
catchy headlines and actionable language are just a few fundamentals of great email copy.
Before you unleash your writing creativity, don’t forget to research keywords. Having an unorthodox approach to
copywriting is great, but make sure to include language that resonates with your recipients.
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#6. Work on a Brilliant Call-to-Action
There’s one element of your email copy that deserves special attention. You guessed it: the call-to-action (CTA).
This sentence, phrase, or even word urges people to take the next step. While the CTA, like other parts of your
message, can’t convert on its own, it holds a lot of power to make prospects click further down your sales funnel.
While selecting the right words can be daunting, there’s plenty of research to guide you in choosing your CTA.
Tried and tested techniques include promising value to the reader, creating a sense of urgency, making the
language highly personal, and citing statistics. Again, check relevant keywords and stay up-to-date on industry
news, so that your CTA is as pertinent as possible. And as an alternative approach to pushy sales tactics,
experiment with a subtle CTA that provokes thinking rather than commanding an action.
Just like the rest of your email, the call-to-action should be aligned with the buying stage of the email’s recipients.
Sending an overly salesy message to people who are only just starting to get to know your brand can be
counterproductive. At the same time, failing to provide nurtured leads with next steps can be a big loss.

#7. Design Templates and Landing Pages with a Twist
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Once you’ve nailed the copy of your email campaigns, it’s time to master design. How your email message
looks can be as important as its text in terms of how people perceive it. That’s why it’s important to invest time
and resources into appealing designs for your email templates.
You won’t need strong visuals every time, but when you do, it’s important to get them right. Graphics help to
improve readability and click-through rates. Try opting for a template in a recognizable, branded style, or use highquality images to illustrate your points. If you need more inspiration, check out these examples.
And while on the subject of branding—it’s important to note that your landing pages’ designs should follow the
same theme as your email templates, and any of your marketing materials in general. After all, the purpose of
your campaigns is to invite prospects to those very pages. That’s where they will learn more about your products
or services, or read further content assets. Don’t underestimate your design’s usability in correlation with other
pages, as every impression counts in your customer’s decision-making process.

#8. Set Up Authentication and Deliverability
Besides preparing your email messages themselves, make sure they actually get delivered. Setting up authentication
is the most effective way to avoid spam filters and ensure your campaign reaches your recipients’ mailboxes.
The most common email authentication standards include Sender Policy Framework (SPF), DomainKeys, and
DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM). To comply with their rules, involve your IT department in setting up your
company. This way, you’ll be able to verify your company domain as a secure sender.
Another important aspect to consider is ramping up your IP address’ reputation gradually. Instead of sending an
email to every contact in your database at once, you need to start by warming up your IP—which should be done in
a time frame of two to six weeks to avoid spam monitors flagging your emails. Remember to regularly refresh your
lists and make it easy for people to opt out, so that your messages don’t go to the wrong people and end up being
reported as spam.
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#9. Explore the Power of Marketing Automation
Marketing automation can be of great help to your email marketing campaigns. Automation saves significant time
and resources, and allows you to measure results more accurately. Additionally, automation can schedule your
campaigns seamlessly and give you deep insight into your target audiences and the best ways to reach them.
Common features of email automation software include advanced email analytics, email previews, spam testing
and real-time alerts. Automation can also help you design and execute email campaigns tailored for different
stages of the sales funnel. It can provide lead scoring and grading, as well as ROI reports, so you get an in-depth
picture of which leads are worth investment.
One of the biggest benefits of automation is that it allows you to manage cross-channel communication—an
otherwise overwhelming task. It also uses data about your audience’s preferences and behavior to help make
your messages more targeted.

#10. Test, Optimize, and Measure Success
Practice makes perfect, and email marketing is no exception. When you’re ready to send a campaign, it’s a good
idea to first test how your email will look with different email providers and on different devices. You might want
to test a text-only version of the email to catch HTML and CSS errors and to check the image-to-text ratio to
ensure that filters will not see your email as spam.
Besides this, make sure you optimize your emails for mobile, where a large part of your recipient list is likely to
read the message.
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It’s worth taking the time to A/B test different versions of your email in order to assess what works best. Some
variables that you could tweak include the subject line, call-to-action, layout, personalization, headline, and images.
You can learn a lot about your audience this way, and use your findings in future campaigns. This allows you to
optimize your efforts as you go, paving the way for further testing and improvement.
Last but not least, your email marketing strategy needs to have clearly predetermined metrics to track success.
The typical KPIs that email marketers use are click-through rate, conversions, bounce rate, list growth, and email
forwarding. Use a combination that best suits the goals of your email campaigns, but set it in advance and
measure rigorously.
Email marketing is one of the most successful and widely-used lead nurturing methods in B2B marketing today,
so it’s important not to miss out on its benefits. From aligning email campaigns with your overall inbound
strategy, thoroughly segmenting your lists, and crafting top-notch email copy, to using marketing automation and
optimization, there’s a lot you can explore to perfect your emails. Once you’ve mastered the 10 tips above, your
recipients won’t just open your emails—they’ll look forward to them!
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